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Abstract 

A nondetailing account cf limitations and approximations inv 'Ned in the formuhtion of the theo ry 
cf temperature measurements by satellite exploiting the use of infrared terrestrial emission spect ra is 
presented. Ste rting from spectrcscopic considerations the ccncept cf Inc ti Thermodynamic Eq iilibrium 
(1:11), which poses altitude limitation in remote temperature me •surements, is introduced towards 
evatmg the self-emission functit n to Planck s black body function. Slirveying the emission spectra 
of various at nospheric gases the reasons in favour of chc ice for 4•3 pm and 15it ir CO, bands are 
discussed. Theoretical and experimental attempts, citing the main uncertainities and limitations, for 
computing absorption in band/sub-bands demanded for sclution of radiative transfer equation including 
the validity of various line shapes, the effect of time variation of CO 2  concentration and the contri- 
ktion of averaging over radiometer/spectrometer filter-transmittance function/slit function towards 
al:Proximations have been discussed. Estimation of sea surface texparature usiag 3•7 and 11 pm channels 
towards its estimp.tion in cloudy conditions and the effects of e-type absorption arising due to dimeric 
Water molecule formations cn window region measurements and the recently reported classical stitistr:al 
technique to get clear column radiia.nce from cloudy areas have been discussed. 

Key words : Physics of remote temperature measurements, Remote sea surface temperature 
measurements, Remote temperature measurements and clouds. 

1. Introduction 

Th,e e n__, • 
and .::Pability of space platform towards providing data over non-inhabitable 

regions 

al'uni t enormous potential for giviag data coverage on global basis resulted into com- 
sPemlit

iit 

 g interests to undertake a critical study of the physics of the infrared remote tiPerature measurements and the retrieval of surface temperature and terrestrial 
temperature profile from radiance measurements. Rodgers' has discussed 

the basic 

the slab. Pertaining to retrieval problem. It is proposed to present a critical review lO
!,  

TR.__ 
Is 
)eCt Without undertaking much amplification as every aspect is a subject in itse

f 

b 	a need to nAtel 	 th know about e limitations and approximations involved in satellite as 	
- 

ca a . temperature measurements in order to have a critical appreciation of the utilitative pact  

1 Y of space platforms. 	 135 

—11 
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Remote temperature measurements could be made using activ e and passive 

 
Accuracy in active methods to some extent could be commanded contr

o 
in

uipt  i  rts.  dent signal power while in case of passive sensing, mostly exploited 
--r econotw• 114  feasibility reasons in satellite-based observations, the physical limitations 

are m-bnalli  volved in addition to engineering limitations. Here author wishes to submit th
e pc, limitation aspects of satellite-based temperature measurements which 

are mostiv!li  puted rather inferred from the basic information input of infrared radianc es  in se1r1  
intervals. With an inclination to look into various concepts of physics  

. 	
involvecitecki 

various assumptions effected to simplify the problem, the spectroscopic 
asPect ofaible  radiative transfer problem have been attended with precision and simplicity of 

expos  
tion to alknowledge the intricacies and uncertainties in the formulation of 

radiatio: transfer equation. 

2. Spectroscopic considerations 

The interaction of infrared emission from the lower terrestrial boundary, the eanh 
surface, with atmosphere leads to collisional relaxation process as the scattering sit 
be negligible except in case of shower type precipitation. Assuming linear relationship 
between induced emission-absorption process and density, the probability (11 ) 
molecule undergoing transition from in, to tn 2  state after absorbing quantum of mat 
hv„„ s, is given by 

Pawn: 	P (vm zen) Barons 	 (1) 

where p 	Brion2  correspond to density and Einstein absorption coefficient 
respectively and B= An., (Fouling and Wilson 2). In case of spontaneous emi 
sion, its Einstein's coefficient A„,,„, 2  is given by 

	

8 irh v3 	 (21 

	

C3 	
Binint2 

The radiative interaction with electric quadrupoles and magnetic dipoles, which 
hi't 

respective transition probabilities 10 -8  and 10 --B firms that of electric dipoles, are ner 

ted. According to Heitlera, Bm 1m2 and in turn A„,0„, could be related to dlIA 

moment matrix pm, by 

8 irs 
S. 	

B 13  = 3so  h2  Palms 12  
(4) • 	64 v3,02 	g ,

•Amis2 — 	3e„ hC3 	flown 1 2 

where t o  is the dielectric constant. 

Problem is further simplified by bifurcating Schrodinger wave equati to
on dl edea mot 

the electronic and nuclei motions independently. The energy (E) of an 18t  

cule is further assumed to be given by the linear relation 

Et= E s + E0  + E, + El + Ei 
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here  Es,  ED , E,, Et  and Et  refer to electronic, vibrational, rotational, translational and 
teraction energies. Here the interaction component is further assumed small enough 

0  permit separate treatment of electronic, vibrational and rotational spectra. Terres- 
trial radiations by virtw.; of energy considerations (Table I) can have vibrational and 

I  

'rotational spectra. 	The low energy requirement for rotational lines as compared 
W that for vibrational lines (Table I) leads to vibration-rotation bands. In satellite- 
based measurements, involving wide slit spectroscopy, band averaging is done by theo- 
retical models because of difficulties with experimental methods and this aspect has 
been discussed elsewhere. Out of natural broadening, Doppler broadening, shortening 
of life time by collisions and molecular-molecular interactions distorting molecular 
energy levels (Good?), d -i.:, last one is unimportant under terrestrial pressure condition 
(Goody and Worm7.11 5) while the natural broadening (Ay) using Heisenberg's uncertainty 
principle where At = 1/A„„„„ will be 

P 7r3  van, 
Av = 	IPmim2 

2  
3E,, hC13 	 (5)  

and as A vatv3 „, 2„,„ natural broadening will be unimportalt in IR region. The self- 
damping is also unimportant in IR region. 

By virtue of intramolecular forces and the time spent .during collisions 	10-3  sec 

at s.T.p.) the phase coherence of the emitted wave trains gets destroyed as a conse- 
quence of random distribution of position (x) and velocity (X). Based on Fourier analysis 
under the assumption that the average values of x and X after collision are zero, 
Lorentz arrived at the following expression for the absorption coefficient for a sing!2 j ib  

line 

k l  kv) = -- 
Si 	di (T, p) 	 (6) 

Table I 

Spectral characteristics associated with various transitions. 

Class of 
transition 

Energy in terms 
of wave number 

Wave length 
range 

Classification 
under spectral 
category 

Rotational 	1-500 cm -1  1 cm-20 pm Microwave-far- 
infrared 

Vibrational 	500-2000 cm-1  

Electronic 	10,000 to 
further higher 
wave number in 
cm-1  

20 pm-5 pm 

1 pm to lower 
wavelengths 

Infrared 

Visible to 
ultraviolet 
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where S , cti  and vi  correspond to line intensity, half width at half height 
and f  at peak intensity for the I th  line. Equation (6) is valid when v Vol<  

the

3mlieck, 
M =-- 27-8 (Civr s 	C is the velocity of light, v is the average relati velo

c' whit, P colliding molecule, and b is the constant of frequency perturbation ve 
. Here  I" 

77 
fri (T P) = CT P 0) (P-) (

T \ 

P
Y) 

while S (T) is given by (Deutschman and Calfee 6) 

roy 
exP  

s 
S(T)So 	

Ei (To  T 
=-- ( 	 Tc 	To r LI 

where E1  corresponds to upper level and the values of ao, S0 , n and in are excer  mentally determined for each line. Due to translational thermal motion of rook *  
the Doppler broadening, assuming equilibrium conditions and Maxwelliandistrihtm. 
of velocities, give rise to line shape given by (White' and Penner 8) 

	

S 	
—  vo) 2  

	

k (v) = cep (T) 	aD 2 (T) 

where cep (T), the Doppler half width is given by 

V °  /2kr\l (2  
ap 	Lc rn 

where k, in and v o  correspond to Boltzmann constant, mass of the molecule and ?ail 
number of the center line respectively. 

The shape of the Doppler line (Fig. 1) is much narrow as compared to that for 

thf_ Lorentz line as it falls of exponentially while in the case of Lorentz line the falls 

inversely proportional to (v — v 0)2  at wave numbers many half widths away from et 

centre. In case of low pressures, as in upper stratosphere, where due to larg,emeg 

free path the number ofcollisions are less the collision broadening willbe sinallgstilig 
in the increased importance for Doppler broadening while in the case of highPre ar: 

the Lorentz broadening will be dominating, due to large number of collisions. 
considering both Lorentz and Doppler broadening the absorption coefficient lora : 

obtained Voigt lines, whose shape is obtained by convolution product of Lorelltia' 
Doppler shapes (Goody 4  and Penner) could be written as (Drayson 9) 

( 11  
00 

(1n2)112  S (T) 	r 	e—t
2 

k (v — v co = -TOT.  az)  (7) Y 4) y2  + ( 	
dt 

X — 
-CO 

where 

(T, p) 

Y c7/1:073) 
x = (v 	v 0) (in 2)112  Imp (T) 

_ 
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Doppler 

Fn. I. Doppler and Lorentz line shapes. 

and I is a dimensionless variable permitting integration oyes all the possitle mole- 
cular velocities in tin gas. - The function 

S (T) 	fc°  k (v,T)dv 

which is independent of p will be same for Lorentz and Voigt line shapes. 

Radiative transfer equation for the te 
from atmosphere, by virtue of nearly same 
Phere, based on the linear assumption of 
dipoles to interacting mass, is given by 

— di, --= [
— I, f (v, 7 1 )] k y  p a ds 

restrial atmosphere including the emission 
temperature range for earth and its atmos- 
proportionality of the number of electric 

Where k y  i s  
p,  is the d  the mass absorption cc”fficient, i i, is the intensity of incident riadi.ation, 

shy due  enc itY of the absorbing gas, dl, 
is the infinitesimal sum of change n mten- 

characte .to extinction and emission, is is the path len 	
1'01 gth and 	, T) is a function t  

of e  "zing emission and is a function of frequency v, temperature 
T, and vei oci y 

.m. radiation 'C '. 
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3. Concept of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 

Under terrestrial condition, the function f (v, T) could be equated to Planck & k  body function Btv, T (SA provided UTE holds good even for unenclosed 
eleniel:14  unlike Kirchoff's law case. The statistical mechanics approach (Good
y4), a, a (14. 

that energy transfer among different spectral modes is only due to  
considerina that the Planck function could represent the liTIannla- 

coll. • HUM 
provided Maxwellian distribution and Boltzmann's law hold good (Miln-eur 
used to find out the altitude limit for the validity of LTE assumption. s pitzeru' 
the validity of Maxwell's distribution uptil stratopause while the Boltzmann's lavi

°P  cons tion was reduced by Milne° to the condition that the rate of deexcitation b yspo; 

to 

taneous and radiation-induced transitions should be small as compared to the ra 
deexcitation by collisions. According to Zenerlz 13  the rate of deexcitation of routi ortteel: 
levels is small as compared to that of the vibrational level reducing the problem  
compare the rate of deexcitation of vibrational level with that of due to coliisk. 
According to Kaplan's' the value for the life time of CO 2  15 pm band is about4 
10-1  second resulting in the value of rate of deexcitation equal to about 3 per semi 
per molecule. Due to low atmospheric temperatures the effect of induced transitiot 
in increasing the rate of deexcitatiort of vibrational level will not be much. The tat 
of deex itation due to spontaneous transitions is near about 10 per second per mit 
cute. Henry' s  has found the value for collision efficiency in case of diatomic mold, 
(02) and it is equal to 5 x 10 -6  which will be little more in case of polyatomic S. 
cules. Assuming the value of collision efficiency to be 5 x 10 4  and same forth 
whole neutral atmosphere the rate of deexcitation could be calculated. Table II defy 

i the rate of deexcitation using the value of collision frequency as given n AltDC 
atmosphere". 

While looking at Table II, it could easily be concluded that it is quite safe

assume that the rate of deexcitation by collision is higher than the rate of degas 
due to spontaneous arid radiation-induced transitions and hence at least up to fl. 

pause the function f (v, T) could be approximated by Planck function B[v, T (s)], 

altitude limitation to temperature measurements, where 

B (v, T (s)] = Leh; 1 

[

exp ( h2 ) 1] •  
kr 

Here symbols have their usual meanings. Hence the radiative transfer 00 
could be written as 	 (13' 

dl (v, s) = 	I (v, 	B [v, T (s))) k (v, s) Ms. 

4. Theoretical considerations 
ening the  

The radiative transfer equation for a plane parallel atmosphere after 
conv  040 

slant height ds in terms of vertical length dz and the angle (0), between a 
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Table II 

Calculation of rate of deexcitat ion due to collision using U. S. Standard Atmosphere' 

Si. 	Altitude 	Collision frequency 	Rate of deexcitation. 
No. 	(in km) 	(in Sec -4) 	 due to collision (in per sec. 

per mol -ca) 

1. 10 2-0559 X 109  

2. 20 4.3546 x 108  

3. 30 9.2197 x 107  

4, 40 2-1037 x 107  

5. 50 5.6214 x 108  

6. 60 1.6280 X 108  

7. 70 4•3174 x 105  

8. 80 894x 104  

10.2 x 103  

21.7 x 102  

- 	46.10 x 10 

10.52 x 10 

28-1 

8.14 

2-15 

4-5 x 10-1  

using mixing ratio for the gas (q) under the assumption p> p c, (where p is the density 
of ambient air and p. is the density of absorbing gas) which is valid in case of CO„ 
and under the hydrostatic assumption could be written as 

dI (v, 0) =--- {— I (v,0) B{v,T (p)ll k (v, p) sec° [Sidp 	 (14) 

The integration of this equation 
in a spectral line is a matter of 
normally physically integrated. I 
the position of the earth and sate 
altitude in the earth 2fin'ilibre 

for finding out the total radiance reaching satellite 
aathematical elegance and the equation (14) is thus 
S depicted in Fig. 2, the points A and C represent 

lite respectively while B corresponds to a particular 
F a+ 7 7 	lit. and zero be the corresponding optical 

Path  lengths between the satellite and the viewed radiances being emitted from the 

Points Al B and C respectively. According to Beer's law 

(v,0) sr:k (v,)J(v,0)[nag lset 0 dp 

Integrating equation (15) from zero to p assumina zero pressure at satellite level 
get 

	we 

(v, p,O) = exp[ — gl f k(v p) (p) scc 0 dd 
	

(16) 
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no. 2. Physical integration of radiative transfer equation. 

where 

At (V, p , 0 ) = 
{I(v,t0}1, 

Is the transmittan.ce for frequency v from pressure level p to satellite level Pres't 
which is assumed to be zero. 	On multiplying equation (16) by 

exp [ — I f k (v , p) q (p) sec 0 di)] , 
0 

integrating the equation so obtained from surface pressure p to zero to 

radiances from earth surface and the whole column of atmosphere bely * ,d 
level, equating the transmittance function at p = 0 to unity based on CO 

cl-s° 
zero path length between satellite level and p = 0, and on the assuir jet  

' surface emitting as blackbody (discussed in detail by author eiselikther4 we  

0 el  Ch.  (v , p, A) 
I (v , 0 ) 	B iv , T (p 0)] (v , p 0 , 0) 	f B [v, (P)] 	dp 	s  

• 
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where  fl y, ei is the radiance received at satellite. On the right-hand side first term 

represents the contribution from the lower boundary modified by the transmittance 
function defined for, from lower boundary to satellite level while the second term 
speaks of the contribution from atmospheric gases participating in the process of absorp- 
tion and emission modified by weighting function dr (v,p,( 1 )1dp. Instead of coordinate 
p any other coordinate which is a single valued function of p could be used. The 
emission and absorption by the participating gas besides its spectral characteristics 
would be a function of its concentration and temperature only. Derr" and Jamieson 
et al." have reviewed the molecular spectra of important atmospheric gases and follow- 
ing them a table conveying brief molecular-spectral characteristics of these gases with 
particular reference to infrared spectra has been prepared (Table III). Based on the 

Table III 

Table depicting infrared-microwave absorption (emission) characteristics of important 
atmospheric gases 

Si Participat- Molecular-spectral contributing 	Form of spectra (with reference 
No. lug gas 	characteristics of the gas 	 to information in column 3) 

	 a 
1 	2 	 3 	 4 

L N2 	No permanent electric dipole 
moment, thus no rotational 
and vibrational spectrum 

2. 	02 	(a) No permanent electric 
dipole moment  

No infrared and 
spectrum 

No infrared and 
spectrum. 

microwave 

microwave 

(b) Magnetic moment due to 
interaction of electron 
spin and molecular 
angular momentum 

(c) Combination of transitions 
between molecular-rotational 
and electron spin states 

3, 	H 20  
Asymmetric top, light, highly 
anharmonic with large centri- 
fugal distortion type of molecule 
having much complicated 
Spectra 

Microwave spectrum near 60 
G.Hz with one transition near 
118 Gliz 

Submaiirneter range extending 
to infrared 

Complex infrared, microwave 
and millimeter wavelength 

spectrum 

+sr • •P••••••s•-w••••I-•—■--- 
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Table 111 (Contd.) 

2 	 3 
_ 

4. 	CO. 	L inear molecule arranged Have se-, 
symmetrically at 0 C-0 has 	 uung absorpu> infrared 
no permanent dipole moment, 	 it4( 
so no pure dipole rotational 
spectrum 

Vibra- 	 v1 mode is t Iona 1 	 active sib",  
Modes 

Electric 	0 C 0 	Mode Frequency 
(m-) moment 	 c  

change 
w.r. to 
molecular 
symmetry 
axis 

None 	0--,0 4-0 	v1 	1388 
0W 0 v2 	667 
44 Oa 	44 

4-40 (,) 0 4-4) 	V3 	2349 

5. CH 4 	Spherical top molecule with no 	Complicated infrared *aim 
permanent dipole moment, 	spectra 
thus no rotational spectra. 
Coriolis interactions with 
overtones complicate the 
infrared vibration spectra 

6. H„ 	Homonuclear molecule with no 	Vibration-rotation infrared 
dipole moment leading to no 	spectra 
rotational specti um. Infrared 
spectrum due to vibration- 
rotation spectrum 

7. N20 	Unsymmetrical (N-N-0) linear 	Infrared and microwave sitlo 
polyatomic molecule 

8. CO 	Dipole moment exists giving 	Infrared and microwave 
rise to rotational microwave 	spectra 
Spectrum and infrared sivety um 

9. 03 	Complex rotational sptctrum in 	Infrared spectra 
infrared region 

strong, not very complex, infrared shsociption characteristics of CO 2, the chok e

exploiting absorption-emission charactcrics for remote terrestial temperatu ' re, 0, 
ed moo 

ments goes for CO 2  gas. It is due to Its 144S.ng a linear symmetrically acting „ t o: 
iti4 

due to very less overlapping of absorpti,vi spectrum of other gases and on the , 	c making 11' 
its number density variations up to strntitbse does not exceed l % tutb 
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radiance output very much less effected due to variations in mixing ratio and more or less 

	

exclusively a function of temperature. 	Smith? has discussed the energy content (relative 
Planck radiance), temperature sensitivity and cloud transmission characteristics in case of 
43pm and 15 pm bands and 5 mm band of oxygen which are given in Table IV. By .  
looking at the energy content in a band the choice goes for 15 pm band but 15 pm 
band is not as sensitive as 43 pm band is for temperature changes in higher atmospheric 
temperature range which could be inferred by taking the ratio of energy emitted for 
NO° K and 200°  K temperatures and it comes out to be 240 and 3 for 4-3 pm and 
15 pin bands respectively. Looking from temperature sensitivity angle, the signal 
to noise ratio is good for 43 pm band only for temperatures near about 300° K 
while that for 15 pm band is satisfactory for the whole range of temperatures from 
200° K to 300° K. Since the lower and upper limits of atmospheric temperature range 
could be considered near about 200° K and 300° K respectively, the lower temperature 
arising in the regions from upper troposphere to lower stratosphere could be satis- 
factorily recorded using 15 pm band instead of 43 pm band while the regions of lower 
troposphere and upper stratosphere could be satisfactorily recorded using 4.3 pm band 
instead of 15 pm band. It has been observed that using both 43 pm and 15 pm 
radiance data it is possible to construct the satellite derived temperature profile having 
close resemblance to temperature profile derived using radiosonde and rocketsonde 
data and using both channels it had been possible to resolve sharp tropopause, small 
vertical structures and frontal zones in the lower troposphere. A look at the last 
column of Table IV gives the impression that 5 mm oxygen channel is far superior 
to 4.3 pm and 15 pm bands in transmission through clouds but besides the technical 
limitations of weight and power requirements which have been overcome to some 
extent, the physical limitation arises because the lower boundary (Earth's surface) does 
not radiate as black body in 5 mm spectral region and also the emissivity of the under- 
lying surface in case of land varies with surface structure, composition and soil mois- 
ture and in case of ocean with the height of oceanic waves. Thus the independent use 

Table INT 
Comparison of characteristics of 4. 3 pm and 15 pm and 5 mrn spectral regions (after 
Smith") 

Energy (relative 	Temperature 	Cloud transmission 

	

planck radiance) 	sensitivity 
(relative to 

SNctral
detector noise) — 

regio 	
----------___.__________-_------ ____-_-....-----------— 

n 	 For temperature 	At temperature Water 	Ice 

200°  K 300° K 200°  K 300° K 

4.3 inn 
25 300 1 20 

15 Ara 
5,000 15,000 10 6 

51nm 
1 1 4 1 

clouds 	clouds 
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of 5 mm band is much limited but could be complementary for us e With 4.  
15 pm radiance data. 	 3 fire ar4 

During the process of emission and absorption taking place at all lev els,  the ric,„ spectral lines at the lower level (in troposphere) will be broader as coin parede  
absorption lines at the next higher level (in troposphere) due to decrease 	L i 	 -n atmosti ik  temperature leading to the absorption n the centre of 	li 	

i
ne, thus the terhprc 

information of lower levels will be contained in the wings of spectral lines. Duetust 
increasing temperature and greater absorption towards line centre in stratospheric l eii tels  
the radiance in the central parts of spectral lines will be carrying information hew 
these levels. As the radiance emitted from lower layers will be much atterinateti 
while the emission from upper levels will be little due to low density of the g as mosi  
of the radiance received at satellite level will correspond to intermediate levels am  
under such varying amount of energy the information is to be retrieved. 

0 

0•3 

1 . 0 

3.( 

. 

1•••• B 

rm, 

1■•• 

• • 	s. 	- .. 	IP 	0 	.. 

..1 

. 	. 	• 

-■ 

iln.P 

.• 

a 

0 

AY 

• 

, 

' 

•
... 

• . 

". 

0 	 0 . 4 	 t)•0 

a dr/ et ( 	 ii..on brndened  

Fie. 3. Weighting functions for A., a monochromatic frequency in the 
wing of a conisis ,

'  
,,,i), 

line; B, radiation received from the wings of several lines in a carbon dioxide band (after in

• 
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Fig.  3 depicts weighting function — dr (v, pl  6)/d(lip) versus P/Po (ordinate) where 
to the pressure at which a given frequency (in case A) or a given spectral ref 

° 

P. stervai  on case  B) will have maximum value of — dr (v, p, 0)Id (lnp) and thus Fig. 3 
deals with norraalised curves. It is seen that weighting function for a single collisional 

broadened line has less half width as compared to that for a spectral interval consisting 
of several lines leading to a lower vertical resolution in case of a spectral interval. As 
the pressure value Po will be different for different spectral intervals in a band due to 

rapid variation of absorption coeffie:ient with frequency the plotting of weighting func- 

tions against pressure will have peaks at different altitudes as shown in Fig. 4 

•01 

W 
X 
0 
V) 
0 
W 
CC a_ 

d Tid x 
FIG.4. n 	. 	0 	 in)tiP217 (after Smith et al."). 

a....trivative or transmittance with respect to x yr ,  - 
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resulting in the overlapping of weighting functions and thus the amount 
of mil  

received iii one spectral interval will not only correspond to radiation e
ntitt:leakt 

the level where its weighting function is peaking but will also be consi sting or ont 
tion emitted from other levels making the problem of retrieval of inf ormation% 
difficult. The weighting function could either be determined in laboratory u sing s  414  
tic atmosphere or by theoretical methods using detailed spectral  

p3S1 	
information reli  4d6  

'lion widths, intensities and shapes of the emitted spectral lines and the 
-1  optical  characteristics of the radiometer/spectrometer. 

As infrared temperature measurement spectroscopy is essentially a wide slit pear  
scopy, the determination of absorption in a band and its sub-bands by exri S:nrci-t: 
methods is diffinilt because of difficulties encountered in simulating, within rPeeas  
space, the continuous variation of pressure, temperature and the fractional conc "ab  
tion of the absorbing gas (in general) along a path in atmosphere. Experim ellitra; 
only a few cells could be used in parallel for measuring absorption along the h ome: 
geneous path (constant temperature and pressure) through these cells and f 	chm. u er  
culty is encouatered in cooling of bulky synthetic atmospheric cells to tin a °spheric  
temperatures. Extrapolation of experimentally determined absorption data in a h. 
quency interval, obtained under physical conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) different 
from conditions encountered along long paths in the atmosphere, to atmospheric paths 
is very difficult because of complexity involved in the theoretical representation of band 
absorptions due to arrangemmts of spectral lines and their intensity distribution in 
a band/sub-band. This also depends on the value of frequency interval used. Averag- 
ing over a sub-band, etc. is done using theoretical models involving a good number 
of approximations. Except in case of very low pressures and small path lengths 
there are overlappings of spectral lines in a band making absorption over the band 

function of spacing between the spectral tin 's and their intensity variations, absorp- 
tion being more with the increasing spacing and also more in case of equally spaced 

lines than in case of randomly placed lines as latter may involve much interference 

among lines. There are four basic models to deal with the problem under different 

approximations namely, Elsasser model (Elsasser 2°), Statistical model (Mayer", GSM) 
Random Elsasser model (Plass23), and Quasi-random model (Waytt et atm). 

The estimation of absorption by a band involves the knowledge of overlappinignoi 

spectral lines which in turn need information on spacing between the spectral

es 
 

and their intensities. Obviously, other physical factors remaining the same, the 
absorp 

by a system of equally spaced spectral lines will be more than that by 3 srten11.1, 
randomly spaced spectral lines. The very rapid variation of absorption coeffielednit; 
wavelength results in the impracticability of numerical integration method lea  „jar  
the choice of models involving different less realistic assumptions. Eisassed 

band model assumes that all spectral lines have same intensity and half 

.
ths 

r
_ialluters  

are uniformly spaced. In the statistical model random relationship of ft:equate  Yasc,̀ 

to each other and some probability distribution function for line intensities aros.tiorla 
Spectrum in the random Masser model is represented by random suPerP 
number ofof Elsasser bands having different Him intensity and spacing between Lav 
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It
J,wever be noted that spacing between the spectral lines is in general neither 

 
or raild°m- There had been difficulty in accommodating large number of weak arr n  

viiihich contribute to absorption in these models. Since intensity usually decreases 

fairly raPidlY from line to line at frequencies away from the center of the band and 
earlier three models were not able to take care of it another model namely quasi- 

the 
dom 	u u m

__ad was developed which could represent properly the spacing among ran  
;sival l ines  that may occur and could simulate in a better way the intensity distri- 
bution o f s pectral lines including weaker lines besides representing the distribution of 

spectral lines in a given frequency interval in an improved way. It also included in 
calculation the effect of absorption due to wings of spectral lines in the neighbouring 
intervals. A good axount of quasi-random model is available in Wyatt". Elsasser 
model could take care of strong lines of COG R  absorption spectrum ignoring weak 
lines which contribute much to the absorption over long paths while the random 
Elsasser model could picturise for absorption over moderate paths. In quasi-random 
model the absorption is first calculated over a frequency interval which is much smaller 
than the interval size of interest and while calculating for many spectral lines over 
large path length it requires muzh computer time. Statistical model could represent 
/120 absorption over a good range of path lengths. Quasi-random model in general 
gives better results out of all the four models. 

Kyles' has published an atlas of computed infrared atmospheric absorption scfrxtra 
usmg basically McClatchey et al.26  line parameter and McClatchey et al.27  optical 
properties of mid-latitude summer profile for the vertical path through the atmosphere 
above altitudes of 4, 14, 30, 40, 45 and 54 km and expects that it could predict the 
correct atmospheric absorption within 10-20%. The basic limitations for this work 
had been the following : 

(1) The accuracy is of 0•01 -0•05 cm--' in spectral line frequency inputs. 

(2) The accuracy is of the order of 0.01 cm -1  in line position shifts due to pressure. 

(3) The effects of pressure induced bands and dimerization have been excluded. 

(4) Variations in and temperature dependence of Lorentz half width from one 
Spectral line to another have been approximated using mean half width value 
and inverse square-root dependence respectively. Computational procedures 
used lead to further approximation of Lorentz half width. 

(5) The effect of refraction and anomalous dispersion in the vicinity of the absorp- 
tion lines arising out of inhomogeneity in the atmospheric paths have been 
neglected .  

(6) voi,,, 
ti n ln! shape which is a convolution of Lorentz and Doppler shapes has been 

'fbru.  Asymmetrical VanVleck-Weisskopf shape could be a better approximation 
riow wave number region. Many lines in 4•3 and 15 pm COs  bands are 

sts
L°rentzian. Above tropopause the effect of collisional narrowing of Doppler 
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of 

 region iset„,lit 

half width could be significant. Rodger2s has discussed the 
--POrtance ne  sional narrowing in determining the equivalent width of spect ral lin ' %Ili. estimation of continuum absorption in the 8-10 pm w  

due to uncertainties of spectral representation in the far wings of lines. Th
or',1‘  author does not intend to deal with remote temperature measurement 

expr tk microwave region, it may be mentioned that Waters" has review ed w: m 	 Itirli tilt  
atmospheric absorption and emission processes in this region. 

Kunde and Maguire" have developed a direct integration trans ; InzttantA riAn-Lt 

the computation of the 
the contributions of the 
5-10% in homogeneous 
in 200-2000 cm --1  regior 

mvuei involvir4 monochromatic absorption spectrum by numerically sur
arakt  individual spectral lines and have reported a disagreenientoi 

path cases while in slant path cases an agreement of5407 
1 of emergent radiances have been reported. 

Braunn has discussed the effect of spectral line shape and its strength and also thi 
effect of variation of CO 2  concentration on the radiance and transmittance profiles tail 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements 32  temperature profile for 15°N (annual)ind 
60°  N (Winter), to represent cases of steeper and shallow lapse rates, with refine 
to 15 pm CO 2  band channels of Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) experi. 
ment. Putting Lorentz half width as 

aL 	AIL (7101 PO) (pP-0) (P)r  
where A and y are arbitrary factors to do adjustments with x 3  (T,p) and its tap 
ratuie depencence and giving A = 1-0 and y = 0.5 values as per Dripontl, %hos: 
line by-line integration program has teen used by B:aunn, and usirg Lorentz line shift 
for p 100 mb and Voigt line shape for p < 100mb it was found that the uncertainties 

involved in transmittance profiles do not exceed the uncertainties involved in the clot 
vation process. Referring to recent Aronson et atm measurements for few lines intk 
" Q " branch of v 2  band of CO2  mixed with N2 over the temperature range of 200 to 
300° K where they got the value of y = 0.52 to 1.05 and assuming the underestimation 
by 10 to 20 X, for y values in Drayson's program, Braun expects at least an ilia! 
in the value of A by 10%. Braun has calculated changes in spectral radiance 

for VIN 

channels as a function of y (0.5 to 1.25) for 15° N as well as 60
0 N Pies  

keeping A --r--- 1-0 and as a function of A (1-0 to 1.8) keeping y = 0 ' 1  In ,b4 
the cases carbon concentration was taken as 320 ppmv. From these it could pr

o".  

be concluded that for Aronson values of y and A the uncertainty in calculate .1; 
will exceed that of observations. Knowledge of correct values of y and A to suffice 
accuracy is the basic limitation. 

nnEnv (eischdiC  
The global mole fraction of atmospheric CO 2  (Cco,) is 325  ± 'Kr ofircast 

Bolin and Bischof", and Woodwell et der) with an average annual rate 

(Machta and Te1egdas 38) of 

dCcos  = 0 . 7 ± 0 - 1 ppmv/year 
dt 

„et 
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Additionally it also has attitudinal, latitudinal, longitudinal, secular and seasonal changes 

Since the increase in CO 2  comentration will amount to increased absorption, the transmit: 
tance function peak profile will move upward with the increased concentration as in 
the case of increase in A and y. Because of steeper lapse rate at 15 0  N as compared 
to  60)N the calculated radiance changes .  will be more sensitive to the variations in 

S co, at 150  N as compared to 60 N. To have an assessment of the consis- 

tency of transmittances, using direct integration method of Kunde and Maguire and 
the observed radiance in Nimbus 4 Infrared Spectroscopy experiment, Kunde a al.3° 

, while examining the 550-750 cm-' region, having 667 cm -' CO2  band complex as a major 
absorber (701 cm--4  03  band and 589 cm-' N20 band are also there in this region), 
for observations made over Guam and Wallops Islands, found that theoretical 
radiances were larger by 5-10% for 667 cm -' CO2  band. The largest deviations were 
observed between the 625-725 cm -4  region which has most of the radiation input from 
pm troposphere and lower stratosphere characterized by small temperature lapse 
rates. In their opinion due to small temperature lapse rates the calculated radiances 
will be insensitive to transmittance and would not be a major. contributor to the 
observed difference. 

Since satellite-based radiometers/spectrometers observe over finite band-width it 
becomes essential to integrate eqn. (17) over the spectral response of the instrument 
Rark and Fleming", Fritz et cd.41), to get normalised measured radiance, as follows : 

CO ( V* 	17) ( V, 0) dv 
P2 

.1 co (v* 	v) dv 
MI  

(18) 

for spectrometer where co (v* 	v) 
of the frequency interval V 1  to 

is the slit function and v* is the mean frequency 

c
f° 

 

1(v, 0) t (v j) dv 
co 	  

t (v 1 ) dv 
0 

• 

(19) 

f°1 	o  

	

radt° 	
. 

mes4, _ 
VI iS 

	

the 
	where t (15) is the filter transmittance function for the 

111  filter and 

- -- tue mean frequency corresponding to the centroid of t (v). 	. 	. 

The  en ... 
assam;dr, (18) or (19), • d to simplify it is 

as the case may be, is complicated on.c an 
	. 

function  Tat over  nar aViotir 
row spectral intervals of slit/filter trinsmittance function the Planck 

gration orh 	!-- 111 V could be considered linear' 
Planck function in the spectral interval with B Po 

allowing to approxima_te..  

rv.

theTincpte); 

WA and 	B 

ri and  ri *  have 

	

,._ 	
to be properly defined frequencies depending On theirequency 
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response of transmittance/slit 
weighting functions are also 

function. Additionally mean 
to be defined as follows : transmittance and 

p. 
Sf (v, p, 0) CO (V * 	v) dv 

(v*, p, 0)= 	Pz 
I o.) (v* 	v)dv 

P a  (20) 

P3 

d  (v, p, 0) 
(v* 	v) dv 

dr (v*, p, 0) 	dp 

dp P2  
is  CO (v* 	v) dv 

P1 

for spectrometer and similarly for radiometer. There may be many gases, sa y  it 
participating in the process of emission and absorption in a spectral interval. und a  
vertical viewing conditions the transmittance functions used are approximated, assumin g  
no systematic relation in absorption by any two gases, by 

(V, p, 0) =-- n Ti (v, p, 0) 

Taking into considerations all these theoretical and physical limitations/approximations 
involved the equation for radiance observed at satellite could be written deleting suffixes 
from v for general discussion, as 

/(v, 0) = Brv, T(x0)1 (V, x0, 0) 
to 

, 	, f 	T (x)] 	
(v X 0)

dx 	 (22) 
dx 

0 

where x is a single valued function of p. Though eqn. (22) appears similar to eqn.0 
this contains more physically realiseable quantities and various approximations. 

Since carbon dioxide and oxygen are among well mixed atmospheric 
gases  having  

0•031 to 0•033% and 21% mixture by volumt, respectively these are used to detenno 
atmospheric temperature structures as the emission from these will be a function

. n.f 

temperature only while emission bands pertaining to water vapour and ozone whg!! 
are having variable mixture by volume (0-2% in case of water vapour and 0.003n% 
in case of ozone) could be used to construct respective concentration profiles. plad d?,.. 

tion to this, atmosphere is having window regions, where absorption and 
emission  

atmospheric constituents are negligible, in 3-5 to 4-18 pm and 	1 0-0 to 13o; 
window 

regions which are used for surface and cloud temperature mappings while the wi r;ace  

regions from 7 mm to 11 mm and greater than 15 pm could be used only for n
s

su  

temperature measurements as clouds will be mostly tiansparent in these regio 
oir sne  

between 3- 7 and 11 pm windows we have 6-3 pm water vapour band and 9.6irai; 
band. In 15 pm carbon dioxide band there is little overlapping due to 3 
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15 ,4pin ozone band which imposes variable absorption in the 15 pm carbon dioxide 

band.  It is experienced that an estimate of ozone profile is satisfactory for determining 

correction  rising out of this overlapping. 

5. Determination of surface temperature 

The  first and second terms on the r.h.s. of eqn. (22) denote contlibution from lower 
boundary (Earth surface) and underlying atmosphere respectively. In the presence 

lofcloudthe lower boundary will be cloud while the ahoy e referred second term will re- 
pent mostly the contributions from cloud level to satellite level. Since nearly 85% 
ofthe energy contribution. is from the first term its estimation becomes essential while 
determining temperature profile as the subtracting of lower boundary radiance contri- 
bution from the total radiance will also take care of any discontinuity which may exist 
in between ground temperature and air temperature at ground level. The estimation 
of sea surface temperature data has much importance as most of the weather takes its 
birth over sea. Rearranging eqn. (22) we get 

B[v, T(x 0)]T (V, X 1 0, 	= (V I O) 

to 

+ f B[v, T (x
dr (  V

' 
X

' 
 0)

dx 	 (23) 
dx 

0 

Me Contribution of second term on r.h.s. of eqn. (23) in the window region will be 
trY less. However it could be estimated using climatic profile or forecast profile. 
rat limitations arising due to water vapour absorption and presence of clouds will be 
discussed at a later stage. As Plank function B [v,r(x0)] will be 

ct v3  Brv, T(x°)) 
[exp (c2 v/T0) — I] 

(24) 

where cc-et 2h/c2  and c2  --= FIN and symbols have their usual meanings. Knowing 
kv, x0,6) one can find out the surface temperature by 

Ts := 	C2v  
Log r{ci va/B {v, T (x 0)1} + 11 

in. g the negligible contribution from atmosphere and unity value for ir (v, x o, 0) 
ect

u 
ivalent black body temperature (7)3) could be obtained by 

(25) 
Log RcI v3//(v, ,0)} ± 1] 

Eli:eriabsiolitthte.  absence of clouds there will be a significant error in assuming z (v, x 0,0) due p  

*litre it  1°.n by  water vapour, a highly variable quantity particularly over the oceans 
temPerah.will be increasing with the increase in surface temperature, giving rise toa

- 

rake  Zre deficit  ( 
VAa 4  ) in the observed value of 7.9 so that the corrected surf 

	em 
ace 	

pe 

rkte) will be given by 
• ra + AT 
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TB  will he statistically related to AT to a high degree due to physical 
	n;  cussed above. Smith and Rao 42  have depicted the relationship between AT reaso-1

2 4.1  the brightness temperature derived from radiance received at satellite (Fi
g.  5)  rot for pm and 11 pm window channels. 

2 6 

4zi 
4 

2 

0 
260 270 	280 	290 	300 

T s f c  K 

Flo. 5. Average at.m)spheric correction (AT), which must be applied to 3• 7 gm and 11 gm brie= 
temperatures (after Smith and Rao"). 

Following inferences could be drawn from Fig. 5. 

(i) The correction (AT) increases with the increase in the angle of view with loci 

vertical arising due to increased path length through water vapour. 

(ii) At a given temperature, correction for 3 .7 pm channel is less as compared! 
that for 11 pm channel the reason being due to exponential variation of PIO 
radiance function B [v, T (p)] with temperature leading to a higher rate of chug; 
in radiance with temperature in 3 -7 pm band as compared to that for 11 pm b

an  

This results in maximum radiance contribution from the surface and near su

ntact
, 

layers in 3 -7 pm channel due to decrease of temperature with altitude in terresuw 
atmosphere. 

be train  
It may however be noted that the radiance contribution from sea surface will  

con'
25 to 50 pro thick skin layer while the ship measurements used to be fro siniocio  

tional bucket method representing the bulk temperature up to the depth 
soli'  coo 

more. During night due to radiational cooling skin layer will be comParat ive Yi o% of 

by 0-5 to 1 -5° K (McAlister and McLeisch43, Ewing and McAlister") ,  As °IIi Y  
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gfi. coming solar energy is absorbed in the top 0.5 mm thick sea layer, McAlister and rActeiscio also assumed an error of the same magnitude during day. Buettner and Kern" 
2,:rimentally studied the vertical emissivities of various materials in the 8-12 pm 

elvindow region and found that in case of pure water it was 0.993 while it was 0-972 are 
0.966in cases of water plus thin film of petroleum oil and water plus thin film of corn 

oil respectively. Thus the approximation of sea surface emission by Planck function 
i may cause a serious error when water surface s covered with oil and due to this 

reason an error could arise while comparing sea surface temperatures measured over 
' ship with the satellite derived sea surface temperatures. Ganett et at" reported the 
presence of thin films of oil over some lakes and oceans. Based on McSwain and 

Bernstein' ?  work Buettner and Kern 45  have presented the reflectivity and emissivity of 
a sraooth water surface as a function of inclination angle for 8.0, 11 -0 and 12-5 pm 
wavelengths (Fig. 6) and from this it could be inferred that the deviation from black 
body assumption for angle of incidences <48e for observations near 11 pm region 
could possibly cause an error of 0.2° K in the sea surface temperature estimation by 
satellites (Cogan"). 

The absorption by water vapour is a function of its amount and partial vapour 
pressure (P). The direct proportionality of absorption by water vapour to atmospheric 
humidity at the same water vapour amount were experimentally observed by Taylor 
and Yates", Streetes° for horizontal paths and by Bignell et al." for slant paths. 
McCoy et ales' measured the water vapour absorption at 25 ° C at the 9-5 pm and 
M* 59 pin CO2  laser wavelengths and found that the absorption was proportional to the 
square of partial pressure of H40 which in turn physically meant its proportionality to 
the amount of water vapour and its partial pressure. Dependence of this absorption 
on.  temperature have been discussed by Burch° in the form of Exp. (1745/T) and by Et  

ignel l" as — 2%, per degree. Absorption dependence on vapour pressure and tempe- 
,,tilre gives a thinking of a weakly bonded absorption system and the idea of absor 

7t by dimerie water molecules [(FLO)/ was born out of these dependences. The for- 
of dimeric molecules could be explained by the following chemical equation.. 

211 20 -ex- (F1 20)2  + Binding energy 

The  is free  w_ it.ter vapour absorption coefficient (kx) for the parts of window regio n 	d  on which 

1,A 	°I absorption  
" Written 	lines, taking account of Burch 53  temperature dependence, cou 

as 

k x ( 
f ' P5 P1) == kex  p (-nn  + ex' Pnc, 

{exp (174517')/exp (17451T0)} 

where n coup  
mIationa i 	assumn. values in between 0.0 and 0.8 depending on the•location in the 
Reit sufti7sorption band but usually n ---= 0-5 (Grassi 	is taken ") 	

computations. 

in   
a s„, 	0'  refers to 0° C. 	

Braun and Leidecker66 treating the dimer molecule 
ic 

"'metrical oblate ton molecule, a gooa approximation for a simpl
e 

h   ydrogen 
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30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Degree inclination 
FIG. 6. 	Reflectivity and emissivity of a smooth water surface as a function of inclination azglell 
8O, 11 -0, and 12-5 pm wavelengths (after McSwain and Bernstein47). 

bonding case because of far heavier 0-atoms which are at a distance of 3°A, estiol vi  

the binding energy of dimer molecule in the range (approximatelY) 

ev <Binding energy < 0.3 ev 

and for the window region of 8-13 pm the binding energy is 
rs

found to be equal : 

016 	 as  ev. The difference of absorption coefficient values in case of poirne, . 
CO 

 
absorption coeDnyien_ainH. 

are very different. It may however be noted that 
the

e iTerk 

absorptions for liquid and vapour phases occurs in 
th 

monomers is significant when the pared to these values for 
liquid and vapour phases 
mum difference between 
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' 	dow region. To study the k Px "2° dependent absorption in the 8 -13 p mwindow red win 
conducted series of measurements at Mainz. As there used to be fre- reajoh Grass 157  

;at change of airmasses over the Central Europe there is nearly no correlation 

between relative humidity, particle density and water vapour pressure and based on this 

Grassys separated the contribution of k it '''. 	Fig. 7 depicts the variation of 
with wavelength in 8 to 13 pm range for the temperature value of 296° K. It also depicts 
the vales of other workers and the full curve corresponds to laboratory measurements 

of Burch'''. It could be inferred that for A > 10 pm there is good agreement of 
results of Grass1 7,  '9, Burch59  and Tomasi et (11.59 	On the lower wavelength 
side the large difference appearing in Tomas' et a/. 59  observations could arise due to 
comparable strong bands of N2, CO 2  and CH4  in the 8-9 pm region. By virtue of 
occurrence of peak value of terrestrial transmission in the 8-13 pm water vapour spec- 
tral window the low noise radiometric temperature measurements could be made in 
11 ima channel in addition to its utility in both day and night times (discussed else- 
where). However it may be worth to mention here that the utility of this window region 
is restricted by the presence of strong 9 .6 pm ozone band and by the Reststrahlen effect 
arising over deserts around 9 pm. Buettner and Kern° have observed a strong devia- 
tion of spectral emissivity from unity in 8-12 pm window region for all silicone 
raaterials i.e., Quartz (Si0 2), Feldspar (ICA1Si 308) and Dunite (Mg 2SiO4 ) which arises 
due to `Reststrahlen ' (residual rays) for silicon containing samples and are the effect 
of harmonic vibrations of the silicone oxygen bands. 	The desert sand is rich in 

18 

16 

2 

14 

10 	 H 	 IC 

v 'mien of k i;" with wavelength in 8 to J3 pm  range (after Grassi"). 
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quartz (Si0 2) which have the strongest molecular vibrations i
n  9 region and the spectral emissivity of it is a function of p articie sizuem spectral  

packing, background temperature and pressure. Prabhakara and Daitoo Panklt 
sand particle size greater than 50 pm, which makes the emissivity in 8to ir

sidethj qualitatively similar without perceptible changes in band shape, have ex
r 	 plaineTi mb: Nimbus 4 Infrared Interferometer Spxtrometer (IRIS) measurements, the  C9 emissivity over deserts which results in reduced infrared loss to space. 

The Rest 1411 effects due to mafic and ultramafic rocks in the 11 pm window region could R
ot h, detected by them by virtue of those being much weaker than that of quartz 

and duen to large field of view (100 km diameter) of IRIS. 

To improve the estimate of sea surface temperature the correction in 
11  illn to 13 1a  

water vapour window region arising out of absorption by water vapour could be Ni ter  
determined Using local vertical distribution of temperature and water vapour i nstead  
of their climatological values which may introduce an error of + 2° K. BaSed 
the laboratory findings about the primary dependence of water vapour absorpti on  
on its partial pressure e ' (discussed earlier) Prabhakara et al.° have developed antis. 
mittance model for the 775-960 cm -' (12-9-10-5 pm) spectral region using Nimbus3 
and 4 Infrared In.terferrometer Spectrometer (IRIS) measurements and a simple schent 
which does not demand for temperature and humidity soundings but takes advantagt 
of the differential absorption properties of water vapour in 775-960 cm -' spectral regica. 
They have modelled Water vapour absorption in three spectral regions 775-831, 831481 
and 887-960 cm ---1  to simulate the broad-band radiometer channels for the estimation of 
sea surface temperature and have expressed the total water vapour transmission in tit 

11 pm window region by 

(v, T) =a-  To  (v , T) (v, T) (v, 

where To  07, n and er„ (v, T) refer to transmission in the water vapour continuum while 

its (v, T) refers to transmission due to water vapour lines. While dealing with water 

vapour lines they have assumed a statistical band model consisting of non-overlapping 
lines with an exponential line intensity distribution. During calculations for ;(0) 
following assumptions have been made. 

(1) Assumption of exponential decrease of water vapour with altitude with a 
constant scale height implying the proportionality of mean water 

vapour press!: 

(e) in an atmospheric column to the total amount of precipitable water (01
1  

that column i.e., e =--: SW, where S is constant of proportionality. 

(2) Assumption rather hypothesis that for e----  3 mb in an atmospheric coluolm:I. 

1 cm2  cross-section the value of W will be 1 gm. Thus using e 	Sbec°  

equal to 3 nab/gm. 
d vends " 

The -4, (v, T) component assumes importance for W < 1 gm curl  and 	or (the 
the total pressure. Plotting total transmission at 280° K and 300 °  K aPinst__ a  first 

path length of water vapour in grn/cm 2) they have found a linear 
relationship, a" 
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approxi 	
m .mation, among these up to 4 g of precipitable water at both the temperatures and 

for a ll the  three channels. Considering that these temperatures and path lengths cover 

the  wide variety of atmospheric conditions from tropical to high latitudes, this linear 
approximation could have applicability over the whole globe. Examining six cloud 

free Nimbus IRIS measurements in one orbit from 8° N to 14° N along 55 E (over 
the Arabian Sea) of May 10, 1970, the tropical region being chosen for the reasons of 
large correction and its time and space variability, they found. using the most trans- 
parent 10• 3 to 1 I. 3 pm channel an increase of sea surface temperature by 3° K from 
814 to 14°N. If one uses correction based on climatological information then one 
may consider the information to be true while using this new scheme one finds de- 
crease in temperature by 1 K which is in agreement with seasonal pattern. They feel also 
that only two of the three channels are sufficient for the measurement of sea surface 
temperature and have shown that in cloud free regions the sea surface temperature 
derived through their method over 60 0  N to 60° S region are in agreement -with the 
corresponding ship data, ship data being available within + I° Of latitude and longitude, 
with an r.m.s. difference of 1 Y C which could also result from the error in the measure- 
ments of sea surface temperature by ships. In connection with sea surface tempera- 
ture determination under Mid-Ocean Dynamic Experiment (MODE) centering near 
2,8`N, 69 °  40' W utilizing McClatchey et al." transmission values and computing using 
LOWTRAN-2 program developed by McClatchey et al." and Selby and McClatchey 62, 
Cogan and Willand63, for cloud free conditions using NOAA-2 scanning radiometer 
data, have developed a parameteric formula for the deficit (AT) in terms of integrated 
water vapour content and concluded that using it the sea surface temperature could 
be estimated with an accuracy of about + 1°K in the MODE region within about 
500 km of the subsatellite track. For the measurements in the 7.7 to 1315 pm window 
region of Defence Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Radiometer, having 
instantaneous fields-of-v iew of 4 and 0 -6 km respectively for high and very high 
resolution sensors, Cogan") 48  has developed a parameteric formula for temperature 
deficit (AT) in the MODE region under cloud free vertical viewing conditions which 
in addition to parameterisation of the effect of absorption by water vapour continuum 
also parameterically takes care of absorption by water vapour lines and ozone. Using 
MeClatchey et al." distributions, the extinction contribution of aerosols had been found 
to be slightly less than 0 - 4' K while extinction contribution due to CO 2  had been 

numerically computed to be about 1° K and these extinction contributions had been 
added as constant in the final p trameteric relation of AT with integrated water vapour 
content and total ozone content. With this parameteric formula, based on compa

e, 
over  
rison 

With the limited observations, an accuracy of < 1 ' 30  K is expe
cted by Cogan 

MODE region . 

There had been attempts to estimate the error in surface temperature measurements 
arising out of tuents f 	absorption and reemission of surface radiance by the atmospheric consti- 

3- 7 inn  r ckucl -fiee conditions in the window region. Smith 
et al' . did this for 

repres 	
of 

u
sing model atmosphere water vapour amounts of O. 15, I •2 and 4.7 cm 

entative  polar, mid latitude and 
tropical atmospheres respectively to account 
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the effect of CO 2  and H 20 and studied they ariation. of this error With 
atzie dnithes ;:it;  

2° 
variations for 0 to 80 degree range of zenith angle in case of pol ar  

tu

r enrar; 

to range from 0-5 to 	while the variations were in the ranges from 1.8
w: NI 

and 2/7 to 11 -7° K for midlatitudes and tropical latitudes respe ctively  to 

At 

 61 
angles exceeding 45

0  the model calculations depicted a considerable 
risein midlatitude and tropical latitude cases. Anding and Kauth" using 

radiati 
model (Anding and Kaut107) have calculated the effect of atmosphere t reae  tip q concentration of gaseous constituents as constant while the water vapour c '

once 

and temperature profiles were taken from model atmospheres, for five modeltn:i' 
pheres (Summer wet, Summer dry, Winter wet, Winter dry and mean cAe r  30c\ 
three zenith angles (0 °, 60°  and 75°) and five ocean temperatures (280, 285,290,29s41' 
300° K). Fig. 8 depicts the upward spectral radiance at 100 km with sea femit rai t  
as a parameter for summer wet atmospheric model for the window region from wit; 
it could be inferred that atmosphere attenuates considerably in both the g. 
and 11 pm channels. The attenuation is much in 9•1 pm channel while the attenatie. 
in the intense absorbing regions is nearly the same for all the surface temperatures
a.: the atmosphere is opaque in these regions. The 0° K surface temperature ort 
in the figure tells about the emission of the atmosphere alone. 

0 	2-00 4•00 6-00 8-00 10-00 12-00 14-00 16-00 18-00 et/LA) 	- 

WAVELENGTH (urn) 

Flo 8 . . Upward spectral radiance at 100 km with sea temperatures as a parameter 
(after 

1Cauth67). 	

Andi ng 

 rafUre Profi le  
Maul and Sidranas studied the effect of varying atmospheric tempe

r et 

the effect of random noise presence in atmospheric temperature and 
° 

hutnidaay 
an

d °60w, 

Using U.S. Standard Atmosphere 32  for January and July profiles over 30T 45 he 

and annual profile over 15° N the teminrature departures AT 
07 "--r-1 	r" 
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k the sea surface temperature while T. is the calculated equivalent black body tempera- 
, rice) under cloud free and vertical viewing conditions, were found to be < 2-5° K in 

nter atmosphere and > 10-5° K in moist sub-tropical summer conditions. The 
i study of the effect of random noise presence in temperature and humidity profiles, by 
nroducing white random noise in 30 0 

 N July model atmospheric profiles, yielded an 
variation in Te  within 0-1 °  K for the introduction of + 5% relative humidity 

&roc and standard deviation of ± 0.7°K for the introduction of + 10°K temperature 
tor. In case of introduction of error in both relative humidity and temperature it 
was found that the standard deviations were larger by 30% in case of using the same 
series of random numbers for generating errors in both the parameters when compared 
w that thing two independent series of random numbers. 

The presence of clouds will modify the received radiance as given by eqn. (26) 

1(v, 0) Ny (v, 0) F(v, 0) + Ne(v, 0) B[v, T (p.)) + Nt (v, 0) B [v, T(p 0)1 

+ (1 —N) B[v, T (N)J 
	

(26) 

where N is the fraction cloud cover, y, e and t are the reflectivity, emissivity and trans- 
missivity of the cloud, suffixes 'C' and '0' refer to cloud and surface levels and 
F(1,6) is the amount of solar radiation energy incident on cloud. As depicted in 
Table V the cloud reflectivity in 11 pm and 3.7 pm regions are zero and 0.25 respec- 

Tabfe V 

(After Smith and Rao 42) 
— 	  

SPectral 	N 	r 	c 	I By 14 TB 
baud [200°  Kj [3000  1C] 

Ilgifi 	0.5 
	

0 	1 
	

13.413 
	

117.46 
	

65.438 
	

265 °  K 

3.7 ban 	
0.5 0.25 0.75 	0 
	

0-0009 
	

0.5579 
	

0-2793 285 °  K 

lively reducing the 
1 h qinuitlel p 	a-rine e

whcoilne in  contribution of solar radiation energy to observed radiance 
zero 

m- ch#  3°7 pm channel where radiance due to solar radiation is 
nig:mparable to terrestrial radiation, the reason which makes it much useful only 

in   
be 0, t t ime, its contribution to observed radiance is significant. Assuming clouds to 
tion ijoar5Vraith and Rao42  have estimated surface temperature based on the assum.Kp- 

res
Pectiv 14 cloud cover, cloud and surface temperatures being at 200°

0 K fo  K and 3 

temperat e  Y (Table V) and have arrived at the figures of 265 °  K and 285 	surface 
r  

gives 

 

better re in 11 pm and 3.7 pm channels respectively. Though 
3-7 imi channel 

"er estimate, it could be used only for night time for the reasondiscussed 
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earlier. Utilizing same values for cloud characteristics (as sho wn in  ,r  
using 250°  K and 290°  K as 

with 	
and surface temperatures respectivelablhe" 

derived the variation of AT with cloud amount for both channels as sk y/11Y ! Y 
Since the rate of variation of Planck radiance with temperature is v ery 01./IR, Filt 
3 •7 pm and 1 pm bands, measurements of both could be used to determin e sealinerentiz 
temperature in the presence of clouds. Maul and Sidranal studying the effect flak 
cover and cloud height on sea surface temperature measurements using 300N L i  UN 
Standard Atmosph.ere 32  temperature profiles found that for the same atm osphencRS 
and cloud coverage percentage the errors were large for large value of sea sti

lt temperatures. For a given cloud coverage, the error due to cloud height wa s  co; 
to be more for increasing cloud heights in the field of view. A towering cu rnuicrecti  1  
cloud occupying 10% field of view at 8 km altitude introduced an error of 411( 
for the same pr cent of cloud coverage at I km the error would be of 0.5° IC Ane nt, 
of < 1°K had 13:fen anticipated for fracto-cumulus clouds at < 2 km altitude. Usi; 
classical standard technique (Cohen 33 1 70  and Halperinn) Crosby"2  has  develop"; 

CLOUD AMOUNT 

FIG. 9. Difference between 3- 7 pm and I l pm brightness temperature and surface temPeratu re  °I  

function of cloud amount (after Smith and Rao42). 

a statistical technique for getting clear column 'radiances for 
surface temPeraluird 

emeasurement from cloudy areas under the assumptions that (1) 
There area nrberso  

neighbouring mmsuremcmts where radiances in the absence of clouds 
would be the de„, 

(2) The presence of clouds lowers the radiance, (3) Some of the 
fields  of view 

free, and (4) The difference between radiances from two cloud free field
sistood 

due only to instrument noise whose distribution is assumed normal with knowll 
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eviation. The 
probability dens ity  function  I, (y) for the large number of neighbouring 

diance measurements under the earlier mentioned assumptions could be modelled as 
ra  

where g (y) and 1 (y) refer to probability density for cloudy and clear areas respectively 
while 'a' refers to the proportion of clear fields of view. 	(y) as per assumption 
(4 is given by 

. 	1 (r)exp 1— (7 — /02 /2a2i 

where p corresponds to radiance from cloud free field of view in the absence of noise 
y the observed radiances and a the star.dard deviation. 	The h (y) expression could be 
simplified taking a value T such that g (y) --, 0 for 	y >T and assuming a value of 
a ?nifn where in refers to the number of the largest measured radiances out of tota 
number of n measured radiances and under such conditions the estimate of clear column 
radiance contained in the tail of h (y) could be obtained from the maximum likelihood 
estimate of p from the, normalized tail of h (y) by 

p =  exp — [(Ye 	2a2] co   

I  exp— [(I — 1u)2/2o4]dt 

where P (y) refers to the tail of h (y). 

Y > t 

By changing the variable y and p by 

v T x  
a 

and 

w- 	p T \ 
k a ) 

and solving the above equation for the maximum likelihood estimate of W, Le., 1,11  

One gets 

exp (— V . ii.62/2) 	= oc    

exp (— V 212) dy 
• 

Where 

n 
- 	1 

--and  
a 	 n a _ _ 

Deciding about out truncation value T 
one could first select the highest in, (say 100) radi- 

ances 	of n  (say 1000) assigning minimum boundary value of this m
i  group to . 
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Calculating 2 , 
for this group it in, could be estimated. Similarly selecting maii,„ m2  (say 200) values again gr„, and p,,,, could be calculated. To decide about th

e  :1.'1  of Pats as a good estimate of clear radiance the following conditions need t
r:eri4  satisfied. 	 be 

T) > 1 o-  and (p,„, — p m) < 0.2a 

If (f1.2 	T) > 1 a then the process of selecting highest m a  (say 300) and doing calc-4 11  lations as referred above are continued till the above written conditions are sati
siet  (iin T) > 	and (pm1 	Pm:) > 0-2o-  then it is concluded that the field is too mu ch contaminated with clouds and the set is rejected. Applying the technique to radiance 

measurements in 10-5-12.5 pm scanning radiometer data, Crosby and °these, 
opine that by virtue of the requirement of much smaller percentage of clear areas 

as  
compared to that for other operational methods this new technique provides at least 
a 10% more yield of retrieved clear column surface radiances. Using the night d ine  
scanning radiometer visible data as pure noise, Crosby and DePriest have shown 
that new technique could have more than 99% yield with a bias of 0-02 counts and a 
standard deviation of 0.39 counts while the yield of operational technique has been 
75% with a bias of 0-21 counts and a standard deviation of O• 89 counts. 

6. Conclusion 

The author has attempted to present a cohesive picture of the wider details of the 
subject of passive remote temperature measurement physics and of the surface tempe 
rature estimation aspect specifically over the oceans where it is difficult to get data by 
conventional methods. Recently attempts are being made to ascertain the non-Lit 
temperature using coupled v 1 v2  modes of CO 2  vibrational temperature in 15111n band 
(Kumer74) which may be useful in overcoming the altitude limitation in satellite-based 
remote temperature measurements. 
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